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“ Stop acting so small. You are the universe in ecstatic motion. ” ― Rumi
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Max's Words



by
Kate Banks
· Boris Kulikov



2006·






·4.22·791 Ratings


Max’s brothers have grand collections that everyone makes a big fuss over. Benjamin collects stamps and Karl collects coins, and neither one will share with their little brother. So Max decides to start a collection of his own. He’s going to collect w
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The Eraserheads



by
Kate Banks
· Boris Kulikov



2010·







·3.38·166 Ratings


4 + 3 = 8?Whoops! That's not right.Looks like a job for the eraserheads!The three eraserheads—an owl, a crocodile, and a pig—live atop three pencils in the land of paper, rulers, letters, and numbers. Their job is to help a little boy correct his mist
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Max's Dragon



by
Kate Banks
· Boris Kulikov



2008·







·3.5·311 Ratings


Max is looking for words that rhyme. His dragon is in his wagon – or was, for now its tail has left a trail, which Max follows. He finds an umbrella on the ground— "Found, ground," he says, while his older brothers mock him for believing in dragons an
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The Cat Who Walked Across France



by
Kate Banks
· Georg Hallensleben



2004·







·3.71·255 Ratings


An unforgettable tour of France.The cat and the old woman have lived happily together for many years in the stone house by the sea. But when the old woman dies, the cat is packed up with her belongings and sent north to the village where she was born. Soo
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And If the Moon Could Talk



by
Kate Banks
· Georg Hallensleben



1998·







·3.84·168 Ratings


It is night. Inside a house, a child is getting ready for bed. A hall light is switched on, toys and animals are settled in their places. Papa reads a story, Mama comes in to say good night, dreams wait to enter sleep...And if the moon could talk, it woul
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City Cat



by
Kate Banks
· Lauren Castillo



2013·







·3.51·388 Ratings


A plucky stray cat takes a Grand Tour in Kate Banks' story of a family on a European vacation. As the family travels from one city to the next, the cat finds its own means--by bus, boat, train, truck, and bike--to tag along on the trip, visiting hi
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The Bear in the Book



by
Kate Banks
· Georg Hallensleben



2012·







·3.38·367 Ratings


It's time for bed, and a little boy chooses his favorite book for his mother to read to him. The bear in the book is preparing for his own deep slumber, hibernating through the winter while humans and other animals explore the snowy landscape around him.
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The Magician's Apprentice



by
Kate Banks
· Peter Sís



2012·







·3.1·192 Ratings


Baz has always dreamed about following his two older brothers out of his dusty little town, so when a stranger comes to his family's home and asks him to be a weaver's apprentice, Baz is eager to start his journey. But when he reaches the village of Kalla
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Leonardo Da Vinci



by
Kathleen Krull
· Boris Kulikov



2005·







·3.67·203 Ratings


For thirty years, the whole last half of his life, Leonardo da Vinci was obsessed with unlocking the secrets of nature. His notebooks are the mind-boggling evidence of a fifteenth-century scientist standing at the edge of the modern world, basing his idea
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The Glass Castle: A Memoir by Jeannette Walls


 310 Pages·2017·1.11 MB 



The_glass_castle__a_memoir_-_Jeannette_Walls.pdf The glass castle: a memoir The Glass Castle  ...
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How to draw and paint fantasy architecture: from ancient citadels and gothic castles to subterranean palaces and floating fortresses


 130 Pages·2010·14.43 MB·New! 



illustrations dominated by fantasy castles, palaces, dungeons, and more. Here is comprehensive instruction  ...
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Getting started in 3D with 3ds Max: model, texture, rig, animate, and render in 3ds Max


 2013·385.93 MB·New! 



Getting started in 3D with 3ds Max: model, texture, rig, animate, and render in 3ds Max Boardman  ...
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Mastering Autodesk 3ds Max 2013.pdf


 1,010 Pages·2012·52.13 MB 



Model: aXYZ vehicles, Autodesk 3ds Max 2013 Sample Files Subscription download. Objects: Autodesk  ...
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3d Max - Autodesk


 415 Pages·2009·21.99 MB 



3December.com, 3ds Max, ADI, Alias, Alias (swirl design/logo), AliasStudio,
Beyond modeling  ...
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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D Artists


 422 Pages·2012·44.76 MB 



Flex your speed modeling muscles using 3ds Max. Thomas Mooney . Support files, eBooks, discount  ...
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3D Photorealistic Rendering. Interiors & Exteriors with V-Ray and 3ds Max


 549 Pages·2017·72.45 MB·New! 



Increase the photorealism of your 3d visualizations with enhanced toolsets of V-ray in 3ds Max  ...
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3ds Max/VRay照片级效果图制作与表现技法：超值版. 3ds Max / Vray Skills: Special Value


 1,103 Pages·2014·72.1 MB·Chinese·New! 



《3ds Max/VRay照片级效果图制作与表现技法(超值版)》主要讲述VRay渲染器在室内空间设�  ...
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Tutorials: Animation - Autodesk | 3ds Max Design, Engineering


 192 Pages·2009·9.59 MB 



Animation Tutorials Here you can learn the fundamentals of creating animation with 3ds Max  ...
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Architecture rendering with 3ds max and v-rayphotorealistic visualization.pdf


 216 Pages·2011·4.54 MB 



contained in the material herein. Library of chapters show you how to proceed with 3D Studio Max and V-Ray  ...
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